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Fe isotopic study of Fe-Ni metal in ordinary chondrite using LAL-MC-ICPMS
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The ordinary chondrite is the most abundant and primitive meteorite in the solar system. It is widely believed that the formation
sequence of the ordinary chondrites tell us details of the early solar system history. Among the various minerals or components
found in the ordinary chondrites, the Fe-Ni metal is one of the characteristic materials of ordinary chondrite. Despite the major
components, the formation processes of Fe-Ni metals have still been veiled. The Fe isotopic signature is one of the key infor-
mation to unveil the formation processes of Fe-Ni metals in the ordinary chondrites, because (a) Fe is ubiquitously distributed in
various minerals or phases in the meteorites, and (b) Fe isotope composition can vary through the formation processes. Stand-
ing on this view point, some previous studies measured the Fe isotopic ratios of Fe-Ni metals in the ordinary chondrites [1, 2].
In those studies, the ordinary chondrites were crushed in the mortar and Fe-Ni metals were sampled through handpicking or
micro-mill technique to collect Fe-Ni metals. It should be noted that these techniques have the risk of the contamination from
the equipments or apparatus used for the sample handling although these techniques have been widely accepted as the sampling
methods of the solid materials for the isotopic analysis.

In this study, we applied a new sampling technique, LAL (laser ablation in liquid) [3, 4], to collect Fe-Ni metals from the
ordinary chondrites for the Fe isotopic measurement using MC-ICPMS. For the LAL sampling, the sample surface was polished
and the metal phase was ablated in the deionized water using the femtosecond laser (wavelength 780 nm). Unlike with the con-
ventional sampling techniques applied in the previous studies, the LAL technique can provide minimum risk of contamination of
Fe from equipments. After the LAL sampling procedure, the resulting sample suspension was collected using micropipette and
was then subsidized to acid digestion using conc. HCl and conc. H2O2. The sample solution was heated until dryness and the
resulting sample cake was re-dissolved in 0.1% HCl, and then used for the isotopic analysis of Fe using MC-ICPMS connected
to the desolvating nebulizer system.

Total 15 ordinary chondrite metals were analyzed in this study. The delta56Fe data for L chondrites did not vary with the
delta56Fe data for LL chondrites. In contrast, Fe in the H chondrites was isotopically slightly lighter than those for L or LL
chondrites. These Fe isotopic variations among H, L and LL chondrites are consistent with the data obtained by Theis et al.
(2008) [1]. These Fe isotopic ratios within the metallic phase in the H, L and LL chondrites is possibly related to the formation
processes of them, however, cannot be explained by the simple redox reaction suggested by Theis et al. (2008). Possible cause
of the present variation of Fe isotopic ratios will be discussed in this presentation.
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